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Abstract 
 
Acoustic emission (AE) measurements of failure cover two classes of tasks: a) testing, monitoring and 
forecasting of object (construction) behavior; b) determination of laws of substance failure ( in dependence on a 
structure and test conditions)  - for forecast of behavior and optimization of material. The primary information 
for these tasks is the same: an amplitude and a time of arrival of single AE signals from crack formation. It were 
observed the models of fracture and AE which can be used for diagnostics of fracture by AE measurement: the 
phenomenon of the self-organized criticality  of cracks; avalanche-unstable cracking; using the concept of fractal 
dimensions and the law of self-similarity (scaling); informativity of AE pulse amplitude (the models and 
distribution approximations of  amplitudes, information  retrieval). It were observed some physical restrictions 
for models of AE and algorithms of fracture diagnostics: recording facilities; pulse overlap; reverberation in 
object , calibration. It were described examples of processes which can be used for models of fracture and AE: 
corrosion  cracking of copper  and  zirconium alloy, hydrogen  embrittlement of high-strength  steels and 
hydrides   fracture in Zr- 2.5%Nb alloys, failure upon tension and twisting tests of  superconductive composite 
cable. 
 
 
Keywords: Self-organized criticality  of cracks,  law of self-similarity (scaling) of AE pulse amplitude, 
distribution of Pareto, cumulative distribution of AE pulse amplitude, hydrogen  embrittlement of  steels and 
corrosion  cracking of copper 
 
1.  Introduction 

 
Acoustic emission (AE) is often a unique method of observing failure in real time – «in situ». 
Tomo-graphic methods have inadequate resolution in time and space as many fracto-graphic 
methods provide only for analysis «post mortem». Acoustic-emission measurements of failure 
cover two classes of tasks: 
 

1. Testing, monitoring and forecasting of object (construction) behavior. 
2. Determination of laws of substance failure ( in dependence on a structure and test 

conditions)- for forecast of behavior and optimization of material. 

The primary information for these tasks is the same: an amplitude and a time of arrival of 
single AE signals from elastic pulses during crack formation. The electrical signal at the 
output from the measuring system is an integral convolution of the pulse function for the 
source, the dynamic Green’s function for the specimen and the measurement system transfer 
function. In principle it is sometimes possible to restore the primary pulse from a single crack 
by numerical inversion of the convolution when solving a dynamic task of elasticity theory. 

But the tasks of two classes of AE measurements have both different requirements 
relative to the methods of registration and analysis methods. In monitoring of construction 
the main is to find for every pulse the coordinates of a crack, crack orientation and size of 
crack step. Then one uses multichannel recording on three axes: sensors are calibrated from 
independent sources of mechanical pulses [1]. Solving an inverse task one optimizes the 
setting of the detectors for detection and triangulation of cracks [2]. So for every large 
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construction “individual” net of sensors with their algorithms of events diagnostics is 
adapted. 
On the contrary a material behavior before macrofracture is analyzed by regularities in flow 
of large number ( N >> 1 ) of pulses from microcracks. A necessary initial condition to prove 
a single-valued correspondence:  “one impulse = one event of structure failure”. This can’t be 
wittingly obtained with using “universal” instruments of AE. These instruments measure 
“total count” (number of pulses N above a certain threshold), “count rate N*, and “effective 
value” AN* being  the product  of the count rate and the mean amplitude A in microvolts for a 
given instrument at the given regime of recording. The operator sets the “best” mechanical 
filter of signal (by choosing sensor and waveguide), the “best” electrical filter: bandwidth, 
“dead time”, the gain, ( i.e. the mean amplitude A). After this measurement it has been 
possible to say only about the fact that something took a place - but the results of that are not 
reproducible. 
Single-valued correspondence “an emission impulse ≡ a failure event“ may be proved by 
independent measurements on cracks and fractures [3-8]. But with due regard for that a 
number of conditions [9] puts on acoustic emission measurements for trustworthy quantitative 
characteristics of failure. The equipment sensitivity and noise level influence the 
measurability of N >>1 primary pulses from elementary acts of failure in addition to the 
following circumstances: 
 
       a)   A measuring –system passband; 
       b)   Pulse overlap due to the high count rate; 

 c)   Reverberation of the elastic waves in the specimen. 

The limits to what it possible are seen from comparison of the scales and frequencies of the 
elementary acts (fig.1) [9]. 

 
 

                  
    Fig.1 Relation between acoustic – emission signal frequency ranges (ω =1/t) and the 
characteristic dimensions of microcracks (d) in elementary acts of brittle and viscous failure 
of metals and fiber detachment in a composite. 

 
 
 
 



2.  Models for diagnostics of fracture and acoustic emission  
     
 Informativity of amplitudes. Information about processes one obtains from direct digital 
recording of prefailure signal stream: an amplitude of signal Ai- an arrival time ti - stress in 
specimen σ(ti). Dynamic treatments in elasticity theory about elastic unloading of material by 
internal crack of diameter d in time t are numerically investigated [10]. The peak 
displacement A in AE pulse when a wave goes out on surface is proportional to peak power. 
Under stress σ a density of elastic energy is σ²/2E. A crack with diameter d unloads a volume 
~d³ and releases an energy  
U ~ σ²d³/2E during a time t ~ d/c. Then at peak power ~ U/t the peak displacement is A ~ 
σ²d². Under constant stress σ a quick (brittle) opening of crack with square F ~ d² gives a 
signal of amplitude A ~ F. If in a test time a stress σ and setting of measurement system are 
invariable one can estimate the accumulation the events as the total area of a crack as ∑Fi ~ 
∑Ai - from the sum of pulse amplitudes ∑ Ai (at unknown for the present coefficient of 
proportionality). When the stress σ during testing changes, the analogous sum is ∑Fi ~ 
∑(Ai/σi

2). 
 
Direct fractographic identification. In rare cases of N <100 macrosteps of crack one can find 
a direct accordance of pulse number to observed fracture elements  [4-8,12,13]. For example, 
in conditions of temper brittleness of martensite – austenitic steel  a specimen under tension 
cleaved in a neck into sectors and radial ridges were left after their section [11]. In testing of 
288 specimens [12] a number (6…30) of radial ridges in such fracture of “asterisk” type was 
coincided with a number of AE strong pulses in 5 – 20 µsec before a total failure. (Analogous 
axial cleavage “along weak layer” from tangential stresses in a curvilinear neck is a cause of 
woody fracture and deficiency in ductility of pipes of delivery pipes [14]). 
Another obvious case is registration of kinetics of flocken advance in steel – internal 
hydrogen cracks growing without external loading [15]. After hardening of steel with 6 – 
7cm³/100g of hydrogen one reported AE pulses during 72 hours at 20⁰C and then measured 
flockens (opened by completing the fracture or cut by cross – section). Every flocken grew 
during ten steps up to size of 2 – 3mm and in every step – pulse tens of grainboundary facets 
are opened [15]. 
A diffused hydrogen outflow  to internal crack raised a pressure in it. At critical stress – 
intensity at a crack front a step of crack opening increased a crack volume V ~ d³, a pressure 
in it p ~ 1/V decreased, and a new cycle of outflow began. A period of these “relaxation self – 
excited oscillations “ in time rose on because “ a supply path “ grew on to a certain degree of 
outflow [16]. Numerical investigation predicted an exponential attenuation of pulse stream for 
first 10 hours – in accord with experiment [16]. But later in 15…19 hours a new emission 
burst is observed – from coalescences of flockens increased up the sizes comparable with 
distance between them [15]. 
 
AE pulse amplitude distribution.  At a large number N >> 1 of small AE pulses information 
is obtained from their cumulative distribution N(A) for the total number of pulses N with 
amplitude less than A (on fig.2,3 -  in coordinates lgN – lgA). Pointwise construction of 
cumulative density N(A) is more convenient than grading histogram as it doesn’t depend from 
a choice of rank bounds and remains completely a primary information. 
Fractography provides only rough estimate for area of opened facet of brittle crack   Fi ~A i . 
 If an area of fracture is F₀, and it was recorded in all N₀=N(Amax) pulses then one pulse 
corresponds to the area of a crack step F ~ F₀/N₀. If in addition to the steps or facets recorded 
by AE there are even smaller steps (acoustically not recordable) or continuous quiet growth of 
the ductile crack, F ~ F₀/N₀ for facet dimensions is upper limit. 



The point A1 often divides the distribution N(A) into two parts (fig.3: cumulative distribution 
of  AE pulses recorded in twisting tests of composite wire – fig.4) . The main stream of small 
pulses hits to narrow part of amplitude Amin. – A1. There are almost identical facets of 
“dispersive cracking”. Rare strong pulses A> A1 is the result of interactions, confluence of 
facets. 
 

         
 
   Fig.2  Selection of point A₁ on cumulative distributions of AE amplitudes. 
 
 

 
                                                                                               
 

Fig.3 Cumulative distribution of 465 AE pulses recorded by damped piezoelectric sensor in 
twisting tests of composite wire. 
 
 
 



                                                                                                           
        
                               (a)                                                                         (b)    
   
 

                           
                             
                              (c)                                                                            (d) 
 
Fig.4 Structure of superconductive composite cable with diameter 1.5 mm and 44521 niobium 
filaments in bronze (Cu-13.5%Sn) matrix (a,b);  defects on cross section of cable and fracture 
surface after twisting tests (d) [7,17,18] : (c),(d) – SEM. 
 
 
 
 Models of distributions. For collective interactions [19,20] at A> A1 the power law of scaling  
for amplitudes is usually assumed: 
 
                                          N ~ A – α                            (1) 
 
(and the same law - for time intervals between avalanches of not less given size [21]).  
In record through dimensionless amplitudes x = A/Amin cumulative density  
p (x) = N (x) / N0. This is distribution of Pareto: 
 
                             p (x) =0;      at x <1;                       (2a) 
 
                             p (x) = x – α; at x ≥1.                       (2b) 
 



 It has «heavy tails» [20]: at α <2 there is infinite dispersion, and at α <1 "average" <x> →∞ 
(in due course there will be an impulse, larger even the sums of all previous ones) is infinite 
also. 
In distribution of Pareto there is no internal scale: it describes self-similar, on a substantial 
scale invariant, fractal objects generated by the general laws of nonlinear dynamics – 
"external" in relation to material structure. But “fractals also represent private enough object” 
[22]. Distribution of Pareto is obviously limited by some area {x min; x max}. At x →∞ from 
(2b) «infra-red divergence» follows, at x→0 -"ultra-violet" one: other factors, in model absent 
[23] come into effect. 
But fractal representation can be useful, if the object has at least a local uniformity and self-
similarity  [22] : the correlation of Pareto (2) is carried out in wide enough range {x min;  
x max} that covers  some orders.  
In the statistical theory of strongly interdependent events [24] the elementary law of self-
similarity (1) is possible at scale of crack steps: 
  
                                        d <<x <<B;                          (3) 
 
It is much more than scale d, set by a microstructure, but it is much less than diameter of 
specimen B. Then for n-fold self-similar merges should be (B/d) =2n at n>> 1. 
Range of  hierarchical cracking in alloys and composites extends from ~ 0,1…100µм to a 
diameter of the specimen ~1 … 100mm. In seismology [25] primary cracks in earth crust 
have a length ~10m, and final rupture ~10 … 100km. But it is only n ≤15. (But also crack 
approach to a surface changes boundary conditions of loading). An assumption of self-
similarity (1) and fractality for the forecast of macrofracture obtained from observation of 
occurrence and coalescence of microcracks is too rough. 
 
«Avalanche-unstable cracking». Self-organizing of ruptures in linearly elastic initially 
homogeneous continuous space occurs on mesolevel. The fact of ruptures and coalescences 
creates nonlinearity. Each movement of one of cracks changes a condition of all of the others, 
paternal the forecast is not reduced to a choice of worst of them. «Avalanche- unstable  
cracking» [25] is a kinetic phase transition in the nonlinear space where character of self-
similarity changes with a scale of interactions) [26]. 
Diverse elastic interaction of many cracks: the attraction, pushing away, interunloading , 
shielding - has the general description [27]. If the infinite space is loaded by homogeneous on 
infinity stress σ, fields of internal stresses from all other cracks, depending from σ, operate on 
each of cracks. For a two-dimensional problem about interactions N of cracks of any size, 
direction and interposition the corresponding system of hooked singular integral equations is 
brought [27] to system of the linear equations for stress intensities on crack edges (without 
calculation of all field). Already in a final one-dimensional chain of cracks safe clusters were 
found out: after their coalescence there is no further growth of cracks within them [28].  
For stochastic system of elastic interacting cracks of free sizes there is an integral description. 
It has three fundamental characteristics: number of cracks, their total extent and area of 
shielding (all – per unit of volume). They are connected by system of three functional 
equations [29]. The found criterion of stable loss in tension has shown a qualitative difference 
of the kinetic phase transition of fracture from all percolation schemes. A failure is not a 
percolation of cracks – in it there is the long-term action (fig.5a) of elements set and 
orientated by an external field (there is no loading – there is no failure). Because of long-term 
action there is no gradual cluster growth. As soon as site microcracks (fig.5b) have formed 
many short chains, a catastrophic coalescence into an infinite chain occurs. 



        An example of such processes is provided by ductile fracture of hydrogenated alloy Zr + 
2,5% Nb in tensile testing of cylindrical specimens with diameter of 3 mm, gauge length of 30 
mm and engineering strain rate of 2 ·10−4 sec.−1 [5]. The individual zirconium hydrides (in 
wall the specimen of tube of nuclear reactors (fig.7b)) from the  alloy hydrogenation  (by gaz 
saturation of 200ppm at 5000С) precipitate with platelike morphology. The hydrogenated 
zirconium alloy is a “tough matrix-brittle hydride” composite. At deformation the ductile 
fracture of the zirconium matrix is always preceded by a brittle fracture of hydrides. Brittle 
hydrides in plastic zirconium matrix alter the mechanism and kinetics of a ductile fracture in 
the Zr-2.5% Nb alloy under tension [5]. Depending on the dimension of hydrides two version 
of fracture are realized in specimens. 
         During the fracture of small hydrides (10…20µm) voids (0,1 – 0,2µm) are generated and 
grow at sharp hydride-induced cracks. There is no high-power AE during slowly growth of 
voids because there is no dynamic redistribution of the elastic stress fields. After formation 
the voids don't link up: they don’t affect flow stability under tension and, therefore, don’t 
reduce the uniform deformation of specimens. 
           Avalanche – type confluence of voids to macrocrack in specimens with small hydrides  
is recorded by character AE pulse 1 to 2 sec, before the final fracture of specimen. It 
corresponds to the moment of the tearing of the bottom, i.e. a macrocrack formation on 
microvoids, which are observed by metallographic analysis. A similar effect was observed in 
high-manganese steels under tension [12]. Voids at small hydrides in the specimen link up to 
form a coarse nonuniform relief of the bottom in the cup-shaped fracture. 
           In specimens containing large hydrides (60…100µm) at the same time with single 
hydride cracking the cracks nucleate during fracture of hydride groups (2..4 hydride cracks) 
by the synchronous breakage of bridges in the chains of voids and the brittle fracture of 
hydrides that are an extension of the voids.  This generates large-amplitude AE pulses 
(30…50dB) simultaneously with diminishing amplitude and AE counting rate affected by 
single hydride cracks (fig. 5b).   
           The fracture of large hydrides under strain and the nucleation of internal cracks in the 
matrix  with their subsequent confluence result in the loss of flow stability and the premature 
localization of strain in the neck. In this case, a reduction in the total ductility of the alloy is 
accounted for by decreased uniform strain [6].           
          Another example of damage accumulation – failure upon tension of Nb filaments in 
composite wire (fig.4a,b) that are embrittled by intermetallid Nb3Sn ([30]) during annealing 
(7000C, 24 hours) along grain boundaries (fig.6b). After independent initiation of cracks on 
length of 50 mm of wire specimen a fracture upon tension became localized within narrow 
(~1-2mm) zone of wire, creating after catastrophical crack confluence self-affine fracture 
surface ([20]) with fractal dimension D+1=2.23. Dependence of areas of metal islands S from 
their perimeter L (given by method [31], fig. 6 d,e,f) was described by power law with index 
m =1.63 ± 0.05 and Hausdorff dimension ([32]) D = 2/m =1.23.  For failure of nonembrittled 
composite upon tension index m =1.98 ± 0.03  didn’t significantly differ from index in Euclid 
Law S ~ L². 
In region A>A1 of the cumulative distribution of AE amplitudes at tension of wire  with 
Nb3Sn linear relationship of scaling takes a place (fig. 7a ). Localization of wire fracture is 
observed on curves: amplitude sum  Ф(А,t) variation versus deformation time separately for 
amplitudes А <A1 (Ф1(А,t)) and А>A1 (Ф2(А,t), fig.7b), and also on curves of dependence: 
total number of AE pulses N2 with amplitude A>A1 versus pulse number N1 with amplitude 
A<A1 during testing time (fig.7c). Avalanche – type confluence of microcracks generated in 
plastic zone of crack with radius  R ~ (K/σ0.2) is observed, e.g.,at bending of specimen with a 
pre-crack in carburized layer of  steel ([8]), at bending of specimens from Zr+2.5%Nb alloy 
(fig.8, [18]). 



 
 
 

                  
                     (a)                                                                                          (b)                                                 

Fig.5 Scheme  of two cracks interaction: 1,2 – zone of elastic unloading of material up to 
crack confluence; 3 – after confluence; 4 – zone of stresses concentration  and plastic work of 
crack confluence (a), hydride – induced cracks in wall of cladding tube from Zr+2,5% Nb 
alloy (b), surface of ductile fracture of hydrogenated specimen with plates of brittle hydrides 
in plane (c) and perpendicularly (d) to macrocrack propagation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

                 
 
                    (a)                                             (b)                                          (c) 
 
 
 

             
 
                 (d)                                                 (e)                                         (f)       
 
 
Fig.6 Failure upon tension of Nb filaments in composite wire that are embrittled by 
intermetallid Nb3Sn along grain boundaries (a, b - SEM); (c) –voids and cracks the region 
below the fracture surface (at the left): (b),(c)- axial section;(d)- dependence of areas of metal 
islands S from their perimeter L (given by method [31] - (e) and (f) - for two polished 
sections). 
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                                (b)                                                                      (c) 
 
 
Fig.7 Cumulative distribution of 422 AE pulses recorded  in tension tests of composite wire- 
(a); variation of amplitude sum  Ф(А,t)  vs deformation time separately for amplitudes А <A1 
(Ф1(А,t)) and А>A1 (Ф2(А,t)) –(b);  total number of AE pulses N2 with amplitude A>A1 vs 
pulse number N1 with amplitude A<A1 during testing time – (c). 
 



                  

Fig.8  Acoustic emission of specimen with sharp notch (Zr+2,5%Nb alloy) at static bending : 
P – specimen load; f – crack opening; peak AE amplitudes  
             V=20lg (A/Amin) dB; ∑N – sum of AE pulses [18]. 
     
 
The self-organized criticality.An opposite class of problems - stationary growth of a 
macrocrack at the stage of macroscopically homogeneous crack propagation at the expense of 
set of the same elementary failure acts in a microstructure. The state at the crack front on 
average is unaltered, while the avalanches of the adjacent connected steps are a consequence 
of the strong local fluctuations in this self-organizing system. After of avalanche movement 
here stops; and after a certain time another avalanche occurs at another point on the front 
(fig.9). This phenomenon of the self-organized criticality is a consequence of not additive 
statistics of partially crossed ensembles of particles [24]. It also leads to scale invariance 
distribution (1) of the sizes of avalanches and time intervals between them [21].  Stick-slip 
conditions of loose [24] medium are investigated. But in self-organization of cracks other 
laws of interaction of ensembles take a place. 
     An example of self – organized criticality is stress – corrosion cracking of thin (0,8 mm) 
wall of nuclear reactor cladding tubes in 1% solution of iodine in methanol (fig.3a). 
Stationary slow (8…10 h) growth of volume zone of grainboundary microfracture (fig.10a,b 
[33,34]) comes to be by “small avalanches” of microcracks (fig.10c,d). Most part of AE 
pulses arises from coalescence of 2-3 grainboundary facets. And only 15…30 pulses (from 
cracks of size 4…8 facets) gave a “tail” of cumulative distribution (fig.11). 
 
 



                                 
 
Fig.9  Scheme of stationary growth of macrocrack at the expense of elementary fracture acts 
of the same type (2) at crack front (1). 
 
 
 
 

                                 
 
                        (a)                                                                          (b) 
 

                              
 
                         (c)                                                                          (d) 
                                                                               
        Fig.10 Zone of grainboundary fracture (cross section)-(a); surface of grainboundary 
fracture (b); microcracks at front of fracture zone (c,d) [33,34] .                    
 



                           
 
   Fig.11 Cumulative distribution of amplitudes of 725 AE pulses from specimens of cladding 
tubes (Zr+2.5%Nb) in SCC tests (8 hours) in 1% solution of iodine in methanol.   
                
 
 
Distribution approximations. For the analysis of the facts and for forecasts natural 
generalization is used [35]: having written down ln p (x) as function from u = ln x, to add to 
linear representation of Pareto ln p (x) = - αu; the following member of series on degrees u: 

 
           ln p (x) = - (αu + βu²);                    (4а) 
or 
           p (x) =exp [- (αu + βu²)];                (4b) 
 
At β =0 this is distribution of Pareto, but at β> 0 all moments are finite and, in 

particular, typical length exists 
  
<x> =1 + β-1/2 exp (c ²) φ (-c)                    (5), 
 
where c = (1- α) / (2 √ β); φ (-c) = ∫∞- c exp (-t ²) dt.  
  

 From nonlinearity lgN - lgA the internal scale (or superposition of two processes of different 
scale) follows. Therefore it is necessary to check the significance of nonlinearity β≠ 0 (as 
usual, using a principle of a maximum likelihood and an error check from set of primary 
measurements). 
 
Information retrieval. If revealing of the law of self-similarity (1) and fractal fracture relief 
(its consequence) is statistically authentic (that one almost never check), absence of "internal 
scale»  is proved also. It means that in scales of observation area there are no elements of 
structure of the material, responsible for strength.Then attempts to influence on strength, 
changing something in structure, are obviously unpromising. 

But fracture process usually depends on structure and external conditions. It means that 
operating physical laws are displayed in more fine details of observable distribution of 
impulses N (A, t), instead of in its approximations by distribution of Pareto. Separate 
representation of accumulation of strong and weak impulses in time is indicative: it is given 
jdirectly on number of impulses N (t), or on an equivalent of the sum of the areas  



Φ (t ) = ∑A i ~ ∑F i  (fig.7b; fig.12a ), and in tests with continuously growing stress σ (t) – as 
well on an equivalent of the areas in a form Φ(t )=∑ (A i/σ i

2).   
In superconductive wire embrittled by intermetallid Nb₃Sn (fig.6b)  after annealing on 
boundaries of Nb filaments  strong pulses of cracks coalescence  have appeared after N₁ ~180 
pulses of primary cracking (fig.7c) when in volume V of a specimen (diameter 1.2 mm; gauge 
length of 50 mm) the distance between primary facets was reduced to Λ ~(V/N₁) 1/3 ~ 680 µm. 
The further coalescence is self-organizing of cracks with degeneration of system dimension 
[36]: from the cracks steps disseminated homogeneously in volume, - to localization of 
ruptures on perimeter of unique not branching surface focused from the outside.  
        Therefore at an equivalent of the areas Φ (t) for individual and – for group processes we 
see different sense: Φ₁ (t) is localized in volume, and Φ₂ (t) - more likely, only on the fracture 
surface. And it is possible to compare with it only a number of collective pulses (N₀ - N₁). 
If the crack is created in advance, linearity Φ₁ (t) and Φ₂ (t) is a sign of stability of its growth 
(fig.12a). If Φ₂ (t) <<Φ₁ (t), the collective phenomena are only a passing complication against 
a background of stationary cracking. 
An acoustic emission pulse amplitude distribution of (4) type has been observed [37] on slow 
failure of steel with the beinite structure, when each crack of size 10-100 µm consists of many 
cleavage facets of size 6 µm. 
        An example of such processes is provided by stress corrosion cracking [38]. Annealed 
copper with a grain size of 130 mkm (on the average chord) was used in preparing two- 
cantilever specimens of size 100 x 63 x 23 mm with initial notch and sharp-ended fatigue 
crack of width B = 21 mm (in grooves) and depth 34 mm. The specimens were tested [39] at 
20°C for slow failure with constant opening of the notch 0.3 mm (stress intensity  
KI =27 MPa • √m )  
in 0.1M  NaNO2 solution with continuous forced circulation (1 m/sec) through the notch. 
The damped detector as in [39] in 1400 h of test recorded continuous AE with slow periods of 
change (up to 1 - 2 h) in the signal power, and also N0 = 900 pulses of “burst” AE, whose 
amplitudes differed by up to a factor 40. When the tests were stopped, the specimen was 
broken, and the mean path of the corrosion fracture  
x =1.3 mm was measured together with the area F0 = Bx = 27.3 mm2; observations in the 
scanning electron microscope showed that the corrosion part of the fracture had clearly 
distinguishable facets of size 112 - 700 µm (on average 340 µm) against a background of 
small transcrystallite and intercrystallite areas (Illustrations on fig.13). 
Figure 12a ([38]) shows emission measurements as the cumulative distribution N (A) for the 
total number of pulses N with amplitude less than A in coordinates log N - log A (curve 1 in 
fig.12a). It is assumed that the pulse amplitude Ai ~ Fi being proportional to the area of the 
facets in the brittle fracture Fi, as had been found previously from the direct comparison of 
each pulse with an observed fracture element [4,5,7,8]. Then if one in all records N0 = 
N(Amax) pulses with sum of amplitudes Ф0 = Ф (Amax), then a pulse of amplitude Ai corre-
sponds to the area of a crack step Fi = F0 (Ai /Ф0) and a cross section of a facet di=√Ai (if the 
facets are equiaxial). The mean size of a facet is  <A>= F0/N0  and <d> =√<A>. If in ad dition 
to the steps or facets recorded by AE, there are even smaller facets (acoustically not 
distinguishable or not recordable), the line of continuous quiet growth of the crack ac-
companied by only low-energy “continuous” AE implies upper bounds Ai and di for the facet 
dimensions. 
 
 



                             
 
 
Fig.12. Cumulative amplitude distributions for total number of acoustic-emission pulses  
N (A) in coordinates log N -log A: a) on corrosion of copper specimens in aqueous NaNO2 
(1400 h of measurements); N the total number of AE pulses with amplitude not exceeding A 
(curve 1); dependence on test time x for the sum of the AE pulse amplitudes ( ∑(A/Amin)) for 
A < A1 (curve 2) and A > A1 (curve 3); b) on hydrogen embrittlement of specimens of 
40Kh2GMF steel with galvanic hydrogenation under stress in aqueous NaCl (165 h). 
 
          
           The point A1 divides the observed distribution N (A) into two parts (curve 1 in  
fig.12a). Then in the region of high amplitudes A > A1 there is a linear log N~ log A relation, 
i.e., the power law N ~ A-m (1). For 73 pulses in that region, linear regression gave  
m = 1.122 ± 0.036; the amplitudes A1 < A < Amax in that region correspond to areas in  
A /<A>  = 1.1 - 25 times larger than the mean facet. Such areas occupy a fraction  
[1 - Ф (Ai < A1)/Ф0] = 0.19 of the total fracture area. From that area and the number of such 
pulses (for Ai > A1) we estimated the mean facet size as <d> = 262 µm, which is comparable 
with the fractographically observed size of 340 µm (112 - 700 µm) from the large facets. 
For strong pulses Ai > A1 and for small ones (Ai < A1) we have plotted the dependence of 
the sums of the amplitudes (∑ (A/Amin)) on time x, which showed (curves 2 and 3 in fig.12a) 
that the growth of the stress corrosion crack was stationary (from the measured fracture, the 
speed was 3• 10-7 mm/sec). 
Then the most substantial large steps in a crack cover 19% of the area of the fracture and do 
not become more frequent as the test time increases. This (1) scaling applies to collective 
phenomena, but only as rare complications against a background of the basic steady-state 
uncorrelated steps in individual unconnected facets. 



Similar relationships have been obtained in a completely different process of surface cracking 
on hydrogen embrittlement (Illustrations on fig.14) in high-tensile steel of type 40Kh2GMF 
after quenching and annealing at 450°C (yield point 1050 MPa, austenite grain size  
10-16 µm). At a constant stress of 100 MPa, a specimen at 20°C was galvanically saturated 
with hydrogen from 0.5N aqueous HCl with a current density of 30 A/m2 and saturation area 
of 235 mm2 (width 10 mm). With the same scheme [39] in 165 h we recorded  N0=2.06• 106 
acoustic emission pulses from grain-boundary failure with a 40-fold amplitude range. 
The cumulative N (A) distribution in coordinates log N - log A was linear only in the region 
Ai > A1 (Fig. 12b), where 1000 pulses yielded m = 1.64 ± 0.03. Distribution for the sum of 
the amplitudes Ф (A) for all pulses implies that these strong pulses with Ai > A1 give only a 
fraction [1 - Ф (A1)/Ф0] = 0.24 of the total crack area. Here a linear time dependence for the 
sum of the amplitudes only for strong pulses (Ai > A1) and only for weak ones (Ai < A1) 
would indicate steady-state cracking throughout the measurement time. 
Completing the fracture revealed a depth of 200 – 500 µm for the surface crack and a total 
area of 4.5 mm2. The area of each strong step was estimated from the sum of the pulse 
amplitudes (for Ai > A1) and corresponded to the facet size from 6 to 16 µm, which was 
comparable with the aus- tenite grain size. Then the rare strong pulses represent steps in the 
stress corrosion cracking by one grain-boundary facet, whereas in the main the process 
occurred by facet growth in several steps. 
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Fig.13 Fracture surface in the SCC zone of a copper specimen, (b) – transgranula crack 
propogation (bottom leftto to top right) through a twin  (center) [39].   
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Fig.14 Completing the fracture of steel specimen after delayed fracture tests (current 
densityduring hydrogenation I~30 A/m2) 1-3 hydrogen cracks; 2-shear planes (a,b,c); the 
mechanisms of the hydrogen delayed fracture: (d)- grain-boundary character  of  generation  
and stable growth  of hydrogen crack; (f) - transition (ductile-brittle) zone (SEM). 
 
 
2.  Limitation of method for fracture models 
 
     Primary pulse profile. An elementary act for brittle failure is the opening in a single grain 
of polycrystalline of cleavage facet of cross section d=10-100µm (or else a grain-boundary 
failure facet, fig.15a) with a speed less than  the speed of sound c but of the same order ( v~c). 
The time of the elastic pulse from facet opening is t ₁=d/c (in steel c≈5,9km/sec); the “carrier 
frequency” of the pulse ω₁=1/t₁ (fig.1). Correspondence of AE pulses with precracks 
(d=80…150 µm from the peeling of coarse sulfides) was confirmed by accordance of their 
triangulation and fractography [1]. 
An elementary act of viscous failure is a plastic breakage of  bridges between two or three 
adjacent pits of diameter d=0,3-3µm (fig.15b). Its carrier frequency ω ~c/d is higher by 1-2 
orders of magnitude than that in brittle failure (fig.1). The passband of the electrical system in 
an AE equipment is usually up to 2MHz, so the rise time of a square pulse is t₀ ≥ 0,2-0,7µsec  
The pulses even from elementary processes in brittle failure are so short as to lie at the 



frequency resolution boundary of current equipment (fig.1), while those from viscous failure 
lie far outside those bounds. 
The Fourier spectrum of a stream of pulses has no a new information. Spectra of a set of 
identical pulses and single pulse always coincide. But at t₁ ~  t₀ a channel cleans information 
about profile of AE pulse – the apparatus measures its own spectrum of passband (with a 
distortion dependent on the setting of mechanical and electrical system). 
 

 

                                 
                                
                               (a)                                                                         (b) 
 
Fig.15 Facet of grainboundary brittle fracture of copper [39] (a) and (b) - pits in ductile 
fracture of titanium in submicrocrystalline state [40]. 
 
 
Pulse overlap. The scope for the pulse recording is very much restricted by pulse overlap. In 
all standard test schemes with active loading the crack propagation rate w is determined not 
by the machine but instead by the specimen dynamics. For example, for impact viscosity at 
bending [38] a crack can’t grow more slow than the knife in the pendulum striker (wmin 
≈6m/sec), and the maximum possible speed wmax≈.0,04c ≈200m/sec (a crack runs through the 
entire thickness of the specimen in one half-period of the natural bending vibrations). 
In static tension testing the speed of a transcritical crack has the same order of magnitude: it is 
determined not by the speed of the machine jaws but instead by the time of specimen elastic 
unloading by elastic wave. 
When a macroscopic crack of width B moves with mean velocity w, and a failure occurs on 
elementary areas of size d² the signals arrive at the rate: 

 
                                    N*=wB/d²                  (6) 
 

Even for a low crack speed wmin~10m/sec and a large grain size d~100µm, the count rate for 
B~1cm is N*~ 107 pulses/sec.  The interval between pulses 1/N~ 0,1 µsec is compared with 
the time for facet opening t₁=d/c .Then in all tests on standard specimens in tension impact 
viscosity and failure viscosity measurements the pulses from the individual acts of failure in 
microstructure considerably overlap. Events on macroscopic or mesoscopic levels are 
recorded as single pulses (a failure of fiber bundles, groups of nonmetallic inclusions). 
It is possible to put each AE pulse into correspondence with an elementary act in the micro-
structure failure, but for slow macroscopic crack (mean speed w<<1m/sec). It was confirmed 



in tests on slow failure (under load and from internal stresses , stress- corrosion, hydrogen and 
thermal cracking, peeling of coatings  and scale, prefailure in composites [8,34,41-45]. 
To “slow down a stream” N*, a field of event is decreased: the events are localized in small 
laid on corrosion bath [33, 46-49] (fig.16a-a; fig.10a), in narrow notch (fig.16c), or a 
specimen is cut by notches to 60 beams of cross section ~1 mm² which are tested separately 
[50]. (On the contrary, if the cracking is too low, an aggressive solution is run through a crack 
by pump [39]).  
Testing techniques of compact specimens with localization of failure zone (fig.16) are 
actively developed as they allow to estimate a material quality in specimens of produce [18, 
51]. 
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Fig. 16 Test technologies of compact specimens with local zone of fracture at AE 
measurement ([18,51]): (a) - the block-scheme of tests for fracture resistance estimation of 
zirconium alloys: a) SCC-testing scheme of cladding tubes; b) test scheme for crack 
resistance assessment; c) scheme for DHC testing of pressure tubes; d) scheme for tension  
tests. 1- sample; 2- AE – sensor; 3- bath with corrosion solution; 4- fluorineplastic stitch-in; 5 
recorder; 6- current source; 7- current contact; 8- potential contact; 9- electronic unit; 10- 
preamplifier of AE – signals; 11- input/output controller; 12- PC; (b) - Sample and the 
loading scheme  for fracture resistance estimation of zirconium alloys of cladding tubes- (c) . 
 



Recording facilities. AE detector determines if AE pulse will be recorded as single one or as a 
burst of signals. The signal propagates through a piezoelectric crystal of thickness h in a time 
t= h/c. If the detector is not damped, its natural oscillations at frequency ω = c/h generate a 
burst of reverberation signals with intervals 2t. The electric circuit with upper boundary of 
passband ω₀ and time constant T = 1/ω₀ integrates the burst of signals over a time T. At T<<t  
a number of reckoned pulses will be much more than a number of crack steps, and at T>>t 
resonant detectors don’t however measure the primary signal amplitude, since they sum 
indefinite numbers of pulses circulating in the detector. This is an advantage of a resonant 
detector at observing crack steps in structures: a total signal is larger than the primary one. 
Better time resolution (at the price of lower sensitivity) is provided by a damped sensor which 
does not have its own reverberation [4] (or sputtered piezofilms). The pulses in the 
reverberation burst in the specimen are attenuated, and from them one attenuates 
only the first. This implements the main advantage of a damped sensor, namely the scope for 
1:1 proportion recording only of primary pulses with measurement of their amplitudes. 
In monitoring extended structures a damped sensor allows also to distinguish a noise from 
external impacts (by lesser steepness of the leading edge of the head pulse) and to determine a 
position and orientation of a crack not only by the time of pulse arrival to different sensors but 
by amplitude correlation. 
 
Reverberation in object. Reverberation in object lasts longer than in sensor [4] (the most 
well-known measurements of AE  using the "long reverberation" is ones by detector of 
gravity waves of J. Weber).  
    A pulse from a brittle microcrack travels a path of length L in a rod of length 2L in a time  
t₁= L/c. Its multiple reflections from the ends of specimen create a burst of pulses following 
with intervals of 4t₁ (recorded from a damped sensor [6]). In specimen longitudinal waves of 
length λ₁= 4L are excited in a time of 2t₁ . Reflections from the side walls of specimen and 
their interference fill the volume of specimen by chaotic oscillations of broad spectrum. The 
lowest of frequencies, namely bending vibrations of specimen of thickness H is excited in a 
time t₂ = 2T₁ [38]. 
 

                            t₂ = 2πL²/cH                    (7) 
 

In musical acoustics one also defines a time t₁ from the moment of striking in a bell to being 
heard together with a reverberation time t₂ - from the start of bell ringing. On the second stage 
of reverberation ( t>t2 ) absorption ~ω² changes spectrum: at the end there remains one pure 
tone for the fundamental. 
The length of reverberation burst t₃~ ln (A/An) is dependent on the primary amplitude A₀ and 
on the threshold An for weak noise pulses to be cut off. On a path x an amplitude of a sound 
wave is attenuated as: 
 
                                   A (x) = A₀exp (₋γx) ,        (8) 
 
where γ – the linear absorption coefficient for sound. 
In steel at 300 K and 2L~ 5cm each successive pulse in a burst is weaker by about  
3 % [38]. If the reflected pulses are note especially filtered, each crack step will be recorded 
as N ~ ln (A₀/An ) pulses. We can’t establish a certain transfer coefficient between the number 
of true pulses and the number recorded: this will be dependent on the primary amplitudes A₀ 
and the noise threshold An. Under various conditions An may be higher for mechanical noise 
from the external medium or from electrical noise in the measurement system. An analog 
peak detector [4, 52] rules out repeated recording of a single crack. The first pulse cuts off 



reception for a time t ≥ t₃ until the reverberation burst is damped out. But in this dead time t₃ 
one excludes the reception of other primary pulses (if they are weaker than the first one).The 
dead time losses are acceptable if the primary pulses are sufficiently rare:   N*<< (t₃) -1. 
At speed recording other ways of separation of reverberation pulses are possible. They are 
detectable by stream autocorrelation: in burst the time 4t₁ between successive pulses is the 
same, but amplitudes decrease as Ak+1 = qAk    (q<1). A dummy experiment (clicks in 
different points) can give the times 4t₁. Another indication: a steepness of reverberation signal 
may be less by a factor 2L/d than the primary pulse from a crack. With a higher upper bound 
to the passband the primary pulse may be distinguished by differentiating the signal (and 
counting the coincidences between high amplitudes for the signal and the derivative). Even at 
“insufficiently steep-front” primary signal there are differences between reverberation bursts 
on different sensors, and wavelet analysis uses them for triangulation. 
 
Calibration. For analysis of process by amplitudes of pulses in stream it is necessary to check 
stability of measurement system during a test time using calibration. When there are some 
piezoelectric sensors one can apply to one of them a calibrating electrical pulse from 
independent source. Mechanical calibration using impact by a ball with diameter d₁ should 
reproduce a steep primary pulse from a crack of size d. The time of collision between a ball 
and a plate is a transit time in it of an elastic wave traveling forward and back again on a path 
2d₁. So a little ball with diameter d₁ ≤ d/2 is required. But to transfer the same energy U that a 
crack releases at stress σ/E ~ 10-3, a ball is needed in speed [38] (v/c)> (σ/E) √(48/π) 
(corresponding to a height of free fall more than 10m). 
 
3.  Conclusion  
 
  Advance of AE technologies has a long history: from dedicated quick–acting devices (e.g. 
[53]), units with embedded microprocessors (e.g. [54]) to universal multi–channel measuring 
AE equipment (e.g. “Acoustic Emission Instrumentation from Vallen Systeme GmbH”) and 
easy converted (e.g. for university tasks [55]) computer systems. Logic of this development 
carries to designing of next generation devices – intellectual systems “with adaptive logic of 
functioning” [56, 57]. 
        In a radar-location there was norm a digital three-stage processing of signals in real time 
- primary, secondary and tertiary: allocation from hindrances, the information analysis in a 
signal, the object analysis on set of signals. The processing extends to the fourth level, which 
involves adaptive change in the methods of reception and processing in relation to the 
observed object properties. Efficiency of these methods is well known, e.g., owing to “AE 
technologies” in live nature. 
      For multichannel «intellectual equipment of AE»  tertiary processing should accumulate 
history of predestruction of object for forecasts. Thus in algorithms of digital preprocessing 
the branch of noise of local deformations and fluctuations of a design, a dry friction, 
hydrodynamics of multiphase mixes (gas – a liquid – firm particles) is in advance put. 
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